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Support 11th Hour Heroes  
While Improving Your Photos 

Founder’s Comments 

Vivid-Pix is helping save our seas through a donation 

to 11th Hour Heroes  for each sale of their photo edit-

ing software.  A free trial is offered prior to purchase. 
 

Click on the below links to learn more/try for free: 

Vivid Pix Land & Sea     Vivid Pix Scuba 

Then enter Coupon Code 3ELEVENTHHOUR to create a  

donation from Vivid-Pix to 11th Hour Heroes and start  

improving your photos now! 

 3ELEVENTHHOUR 

Welcome to this first issue of 
our newsletter.  This global 
effort to save the oceans had 
its origins during the ADEX 
meetings two years ago in Sin-
gapore.  Our stated objective is 
to cause the people of all na-
tions to wake up to the many 
damages to the oceans WE 
HUMANS have caused over the 
past 50 years.  Time is of the 
essence.  If we fail to support 

environmental actions to reverse the harm, then the col-
lapse of our oceans will keep accelerating until life can no 
longer be sustained. 
 

Based on our successful experience with S.O.L.O., we are 
confident we can make ocean recovery possible, but we 
know we cannot do it alone!  As with S.O.L.O., all of us are 
unpaid volunteers.  

 

Americans just spent about 1% of their incomes on Hallow-
een costumes, most of which are now in a junk bin never 
to be used again.  Donate what you spend in a month on 
fast food, gourmet coffee, costumes, fancy parties...you 
know the “drill”.  We need all to join us: corporate and indi-
viduals.  Donate at DEMA, mail a check, or utilize Pay Pal.  
Donations are tax deductible per US IRS Code, and all  
donors will receive a tax receipt upon request. 
 

              —Larry McKenna, Founder 
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11th Hour Heroes Officially Kicks Off at DEMA 

11th Hour Heroes Website  

Following a 14-year effort in saving leatherback turtles from a predicted and rapid extinction, we are launching an 

all-inclusive endeavor to restore the health of our oceans.  We need all to pitch in—join us and become an “11th 

Hour Hero”! 
 

The official launch will be at DEMA in Las Vegas from November 16-19, 2016.  Founder Dr. Larry McKenna will 

speak at the Kick Off Session:   

        “The ‘11th Hour Heroes’ Enterprise” 

                       Wed. Nov. 16 at 4:00-4:45 PM at the Image Resource Center (Booth #1630 on the show floor) 
 

Larry will be joined by other Directors of 11th Hour Heroes at these additional Seminars:               

        “Success!  An Overview of Volunteer Efforts to Save Leatherback Turtles and an Exclusive 

    Preview of our New Enterprise: the ‘11th Hour Heroes’ ” 

                                Thurs. Nov. 17 at 12:00-12:45 PM in Room S206 given by S.O.L.O. Director, Bonnie McKenna 

        Fri.      Nov. 18 at 12:00-12:45 PM in Room S206 given by S.O.L.O. Director, Pam Miller 
 

Also, 11th Hour Heroes will share Booth #7192 (on the show floor close to the Image Resource Center) with its 

parent organization, Save Our Leatherbacks Operation.  If you are attending DEMA, please stop by—to learn,  

volunteer, and donate to make our new endeavor a success! 

Many thanks to Narinder Thawrani and his 

volunteer team at Capri Infosoft LLP in India 

for their work to establish our new 11th Hour 

Heroes website!   

The website sports this image telling the  

story of the many damages to our seas.  It 

may be found at: 

http://www.11thhourheroes.org/ . 

More content will be added in the coming 

months along with direct donation capability.  

In the meantime, donations can be made to 

our parent organization, Save Our Leather-

backs Operation (S.O.L.O.) which is an IRS 

Code 501(c)(3) charitable foundation. 

 

11th Hour Heroes will apply S.O.L.O.’s proven 

approach to reverse many of the harms to  

our oceans.  But, we must have your help  

to move forward!  Please donate today at our 

parent organization’s website:  

http://www.saveourleatherbacks.org/.   

Donations are tax deductible per IRS Code, 

and a tax receipt may be requested. 
 

 

http://www.11thhourheroes.org/
http://www.saveourleatherbacks.org/
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From Algae Blooms to Dead Zones 

Just before the July 4th holiday, Florida’s governor declared a state of emergency over a massive algae bloom.  The 

green, guacamole thick, foul smelling goop in waterways and on beaches was widely reported, but the broadest 

view of the impact of this event may be found in this video taken from a helicopter by personnel of Martin County, 

Florida, and posted here:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RFNc9gPi5dA .  

Yet, without algae, life as we know it would not exist. According to the Algae Biomass Industry (AllAboutAlgae.com), 

algae is “the foundation for the aquatic food chains” and produces “70 percent of all the air we breathe.”  However, 

like most things, too much algae—a bloom—is just not good.  Many blooms are toxic.  The Weather Channel quotes 

Dr. Ed Phillips, a University of Florida professor and algae expert, as saying, “a thickening bloom … means that 

some cells within the algae are starting to die, releasing any toxins they may hold into the water.”   NOAA reports 

that even non-toxic blooms block necessary light from reaching aquatic plants, deplete the oxygen content in the 

water, and suffocate fish.                                                                                                             (cont’d on next page) 

Coral reefs are critical to ocean ecosystems.  Reefs occupy less than one percent of the ocean floor but provide 

habitats for almost a quarter of ocean seafood (Nature, Costanza et al., May 1997). 
 

National Geographic (Laura Parker, May 2016) reports about a recent study by Dr. Chris Langdon of the University 

of Miami and his team that showed a faster breakdown of the coral in a Florida reef during the fall/winter than 

that coral could regrow during the spring/summer.  Dr. Langdon is quoted as saying, “the reef needs a certain 

amount of carbonite production every year to stay in place.  If it’s in excess of that, the reefs grow ... when it 

switches to negative, that’s when they start wasting away.”  The study showed that the reef was breaking down.   
 

This breakdown from acidification is now deemed to be the greatest threat to reefs because it prevents coral re-

growth.  Reefs can recover from a coral bleaching event once the water temperature decreases, but acidification 

is continuous, causing reefs to break down on a normal seasonal basis and preventing coral regrowth and recov-

ery in the aftermath of a coral bleaching event.   
 

Dr. Langdon’s photos of the same Florida reef in 1976 and in 2016  show a dramatic deterioration.  His photos 

may be viewed at  http://news.nationalgeographic.com/2016/05/160502-reef-florida-acidification-fish-miami/. 

Ocean chemistry explains why acidification happens.  According to NOAA, our  oceans absorb about 30% of the 

carbon dioxide that is released into our atmosphere.  Once absorbed, the carbon dioxide reacts with sea water to 

form harmful carbonic acid which then further reacts with carbonite to form a bicarbonate buffer to help mitigate 

the acid’s harm.   
 

However, the mitigating bicarbonate buffer comes at the steep cost of reducing the amount of carbonite availa-

ble for coral growth.  In addition to coral, this carbonite shortage also negatively impacts other calcifying marine 

organisms including oysters, clams, and sea urchins. 
 

Increases in atmospheric carbon dioxide mean that more carbonite must be consumed.  So much loss of availa-

ble carbonite has pushed the Florida reef to the tipping point at which it cannot seasonally regrow.  Beyond  

Florida, acidification is severely harming reefs globally.  Loss of our reefs could potentially cost up to $375 billion 

annually in lost seafood, tourism, etc. worldwide. 
 

11th Hour Heroes, newly formed within S.O.L.O.’s IRS Code 501(c)(3) charitable foundation structure, can and will 

apply S.O.L.O.’s proven approach to reverse harms to our oceans like coral reefs that cannot regrow.  Please  

donate today at http://www.saveourleatherbacks.org/.  Donations are tax deductible per IRS Code, and a tax  

receipt may be requested. 

Acidification: The Biggest Reef Threat 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RFNc9gPi5dA
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/2016/05/160502-reef-florida-acidification-fish-miami/
http://www.saveourleatherbacks.org/
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From Algae Blooms to Dead Zones  cont’d 

Surplus nutrients, particularly nitrogen and phosphorus, cause blooms.  According to Union of Concerned Scien-

tists (Andrea Basche, August 2016) and US EPA, sources of surplus nutrients include:  excess fertilizer from farms, 

golf courses, and home yards; poor disposition of animal manure and pet waste; insufficient or improperly operat-

ed sewer and septic systems; improper use of some soaps and detergents; storm water carrying a surge of excess 

nutrients along with it; and agricultural practices that leave large amounts of land idle without live plant roots to 

take up storm water and melting snow during about half the year. 
 

Blooms may lead to large ocean dead zones, particularly where rivers discharge into the sea.  One large dead 

zone, roughly the size of Connecticut, is found where the Mississippi river flows into the Gulf of Mexico.  This dead 

zone forms as an algae bloom dies upon depleting a nutrient surge carried down river from as far away as the  

upper Midwestern US. 

The impact of this dead zone may be broadening.  The Houston Chronicle (Harvey Rice, July 29, 2016) reported 

that sport divers discovered large numbers of “dying corals, sponges, sea urchins, brittle stars, clams and other 

invertebrates” in the East Flower Garden Bank which is located about 100 miles off the coasts of Louisiana and 

Texas.  The cause appeared related to large plumes of fresh water that extended into the area for the first time in 

the aftermath of a long period of extreme rainfall. 
 

Globally, algae blooms are happening with increasing frequency and breadth.  Beyond Florida and the Gulf of Mex-

ico, National Geographic (Craig Welch, August 2016; Jane J. Lee, April 2013 & August 2014) and The Washington 

Post (Ben Guarino, July 25, 2016) report recent blooms in China, the Arabian Sea, Australia, Greenland, California, 

Alaska, Lake Erie, Utah Lake, the New Jersey coast, and Idaho/Oregon Hells Canyon Dam.  NOAA states that 

blooms in U.S. waters alone are conservatively estimated to cost an average of $82 million/year in impacts to 

public health, tourism, and the seafood industry.   

With more algae blooms, it is not surprising that ocean dead zones have also become more numerous.  These 

maps, from the World Resources Institute, shows ocean dead zones worldwide (red dots) in 2011 compared to 

100 years prior: 

 

11th Hour Heroes is prepared to  apply S.O.L.O.’s proven, successful approach to threats to our seas.  Please  

donate today at http://www.saveourleatherbacks.org/.  Donations are tax deductible according to IRS Code  

501(c)(3), and a tax receipt will be provided upon request. 

 

2011 1910 

http://www.saveourleatherbacks.org/
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As kids, we learned a rhyme: “water, water everywhere and not a drop to drink”.  Globally, we face a serious lack of 

clean water, which if not reversed, will result in water wars within and among nations (as has happened in Mexico).  

In America, the average daily usage exceeds 100 gallons per person.  Most of this just runs down the drain, cost-

ing us money before discharging into our waterways and oceans...quite undesirable.  Want to help all save this 

now very precious commodity?  Here are 8 good tips to save water: 
 

1. A single toilet flush can waste up to 20 gallons.  The simple act of putting a brick in your toilet water tank will 

start saving water today! 

2. Take showers instead of baths, and limit shower time to 5 minutes.  Turn off the water while soaping up and 

washing your hair, then turn back on to rinse.  You’ll save up to 1,000 gallons per month.  Upgrade older show-

er heads with water-saving WaterSense® labeled models to save even 

more. 

3. Turn off the water while you brush your teeth or lather your hands with 

soap to save up to 4 gallons a minute. 

4. Soak pots and pans instead of letting the water run while you scrape 

them. 

5. Upgrade older dishwashers to Energy Star models to save water and 

energy.  An efficient dishwasher run with only full loads uses less water 

than washing dishes by hand.   

6. Upgrade an older washing machine to a high efficiency, Energy Star 

model to save as much as 20 gallons of water per load and lots of ener-

gy in your dryer too.  Of course, stores often “scratch and dent” models 

at steep discounts, and such surface blemishes should not affect the 

performance of a high efficiency model. Wash only full loads to save 

even more water. 

7. Water your yard or garden to run every 3 to 4 days instead of every day. 

8. Fertilizers promote plant growth but increase water consumption. Apply 

the minimum fertilizer needed.  This will also help avoid excess fertilizer 

washing away into our waterways, lakes, and oceans to feed nasty algae blooms that kill our food fishes. 
 

The “Water - Use It Wisely” website offers more tips: http://wateruseitwisely.com/100-ways-to-conserve/home-

water-challenge/ . 
 

There is not enough clean water right now, and too much wasted water is being discharged into our waterways and 

oceans, causing algae blooms and dead zones (as described in the previous article).  Fracking for oil and gas, 

which uses a large amount of water, is expected to become more widespread globally, and even though fracking 

water is disposed underground and not discharged into waterways and oceans, fracking will further stress our  

limited water supply.  
 

This will all get worse, unless all of us reduce our water consumption.  And just think of what you could do instead 

with all the money that you do not spend on wasted water and energy...such as perhaps donating to 11th Hour He-

roes!   Donations may be made via http://www.saveourleatherbacks.org/ and are tax deductible per IRS Code 501

(c)(3).  A tax receipt will be provided upon request. 

I endorse these suggestions.  Earlier, when I owned a water purification company, I learned these saving tips. 

 - Larry McKenna, PhD, Founder 

 

Water, Water is Not Everywhere 

http://wateruseitwisely.com/100-ways-to-conserve/home-water-challenge/
http://wateruseitwisely.com/100-ways-to-conserve/home-water-challenge/
http://www.saveourleatherbacks.org/
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In June of this year, Larry and Bonnie McKenna had the opportunity to dive  

Tubbataha Reef in the Philippines from M.V. Solitude 1, a ship newly outfitted 

for long range dive charters.  About their experience, Larry observes, “In the 40 

dives on this truly magnificent atoll, I was constantly seeing more sharks than I 

have seen over the past five years.  So many species in significant numbers 

came into the view of my camera.  I asked the locals and guests from China 

why this was happening.  They responded that in China, the Central Committee 

had suggested some five years ago, that they should avoid eating of shark prod-

ucts, especially the shark fin soup.”  
 

“My thoughts on the missing link began to form.  Conversations with a scientist 

of the Shark Research Institute in the Philippines, helped fill in the data points 

of why the sharks were repopulating,” said Larry. 
 

“On my flight home from Hong Kong, I read a full page article in the September 

21 issue of the South China Morning Post [SCMP], entitled ‘Stemming the 

Slaughter’ by Sarah Karacs.  She put the bits and pieces that I observed in  

diving together.  The figure of five years kept surfacing, giving meaning to the 

intrigue as most sharks take about five years to grow to size.  Many people 

worldwide have toiled diligently for lots of years to save the sharks, and five 

years ago, the high  

level suggestion was 

made in China.  As a 

result, Karacs estimates that more than 90% of Chinese 

people now avoid eating shark products.” 
 

He added, “Now, 16 major shipping lines and 35 air carri-

ers, including the large Chinese companies, COSCO and 

Cathay Pacific Airlines, have placed a 100% ban on ship-

ping shark products.  In aggregate, the combined ban has 

reduced the quantities of shark items being shipped by 

about half.  This translates to thousands of sharks being 

left to swim and repopulate.  Terrific news for all of us.  An-

other case where people CAN make things happen,” Larry 

said.  The full list of companies reported by SCMP that ban 

the carriage of shark products, go to:  http://

www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/health-environment/

article/2020985/why-politics-stubborn-tastes-and-

resilient .  We look for more companies to join in refusing 

to carry shark products. 
 

Should you wish a copy of Sarah’s full article, in color as 

shown at left, please send us $15 (to cover the cost of 

mailing and printing) and a clear return address.  Size of 

the copy is 13 x 21.5 inches. 
 

The 11th Hour Heroes is prepared to apply S.O.L.O.’s prov-

en approach to threats to our seas like this.  This ban 

shows that people can make things happen!  Please  

donate today at http://www.saveourleatherbacks.org/.  

Donations are tax deductible according to IRS Code  

501(c)(3), and a tax receipt will be provided upon request. 

Progress on Sharks !  

NOAA Agent with  shark 
 fins confiscated  in US 

    

http://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/health-environment/article/2020985/why-politics-stubborn-tastes-and-resilient
http://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/health-environment/article/2020985/why-politics-stubborn-tastes-and-resilient
http://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/health-environment/article/2020985/why-politics-stubborn-tastes-and-resilient
http://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/health-environment/article/2020985/why-politics-stubborn-tastes-and-resilient
http://www.saveourleatherbacks.org/
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South China Sea Fishery on the Verge of Collapse 

National Geographic (Rachael Bale, August 2016) reports: “Years ago Christopher Tubo caught a 660-pound blue 

marlin in the South China Sea… Tuna fishermen would come home from a trip with dozens of the high-value fish  

as well as a good haul of other species.  ‘Here there’s none 

of that,’ he says, looking toward the Sulu Sea, the Philippine 

sea where he’s been fishing for the past four years. His two 

boats, traditional Filipino outriggers called bancas, float in 

the shallow water nearby...  Glancing over at his wife, Leah, 

and the other children, he says, ‘It’s just chance, whether or 

not we can feed our families now.’ 
 

“Tubo lives in Puerto Princesa, a city of 255,000 on Pala-

wan...an island that faces the Sulu Sea...to the east and the 

contested South China Sea [SCS] to the west.  He’s one of 

the nearly 320,000 fishermen in the Philippines who have 

traditionally made their livelihoods from the SCS—and one of 

a growing number who are now fishing in other waters...   

Beginning around 2012, China adopted a more assertive 

posture in the sea’s long-running territorial dispute, building 

military installations on contested islands and increasingly using its coast guard to intimidate fishermen from other 

countries.  It was after a Chinese coast guard vessel attacked a 

friend’s fishing boat with water cannons that Christopher Tubo 

stopped fishing the SCS...  
 

“Encompassing 1.4 million square miles..., the SCS is of critical 

economic, military, and environmental importance…and its fish 

provide food and jobs for millions in the 10 countries and territo-

ries that surround it”, of which 7 have competing claims to the 

sea’s waters and resources.  “So it’s understandable why all eyes 

have been focused on the political and military wrangling…  
 

“But another less publicized, also potentially disastrous, threat 

looms in the SCS: overfishing... ’What we’re looking at is poten-

tially one of the world’s worst fisheries collapses ever,’ says John 

McManus, a marine biologist at the Rosenstiel School at the Uni-

versity of Miami... ‘We’re talking hundreds and hundreds of spe-

cies that will collapse...quickly, one after another.’ ”   
 

In their paper, “Boom or Bust:  The Future of Fish in the SCS”,  

U. Rashid Sumaila and William W. L. Cheung of the University of 

British Columbia report that 55% of global marine fishing ves-

sels, many relatively small, deliver more than 12% of the global 

fish catch.  Fish stocks in the SCS have decreased by 70-95% 

over the past 60 years from overfishing.  Over the past 20 years, 

the number of fish caught each hour has declined by a quarter to 

a third, requiring fishers to expend more effort for less fish.  

Catches of mature larger species are declining while those of 

juveniles and smaller species are increasing.  Catching juveniles 

before they reproduce accelerates the collapse.  In some areas, over just the past 8 years, stocks of reef fish such 

as Napolean wrasse and coral groupers declined by 80% and their monthly catch dropped to virtually zero.   
 

Please donate today to 11th Hour Heroes at http://www.saveourleatherbacks.org/before it is too late to save our 

seas!   Donations are tax deductible according to IRS Code 501(c)(3); a tax receipt will be provided upon request. 

Filipino fishermen, Flickr photo by Jon Rawlinson  (license) 

map from “Boom or Bust…” by Sumaila and Cheung  

http://www.saveourleatherbacks.org/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/legalcode
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Take the Plastic Challenge ! 

The Ellen Mac Arthur Foundation reports that more than 8 million tons of plastics leak into the ocean annually, 

which is equivalent to dumping one garbage truck full of plastic items into the ocean every minute.  If no action is 

taken, an increase to two trucks per minute is projected by 2030 and four trucks per minute by 2050.  As a result, 

the ocean would contain one ton of plastic for every three tons of fish by 2025, and by 2050, more plastics than 

fish by weight.  
 

What does this look like?  KOMONEWS.com (Denise Whitaker, February 2016) reports on the experience of Annie 

Crawley as she documented a science expedition to the North Pacific gyre or garbage patch.   The article quotes 

her: "I think that in 

the media it's por-

trayed that there's 

this island twice the 

size of Texas out in 

the middle of the 

ocean, and it's really 

not an island like 

you would imagine. 

What it is, is pieces 

of plastic, like plas-

tic soup in the 

ocean. And so when 

I started thinking 

about it, it was more 

alarming than I 

could ever imagine. 

… Ten percent of 

every fish we  

collected on the  

expedition had  

plastic in its belly.”   
 

To see more of  

Annie’s astonishing 

photos, please see the full article at: http://komonews.com/news/local/more-plastic-than-fish-in-our-oceans or 

have a look at the book, “Plastic Ahoy! Investigating the Great Pacific Garbage Patch,” which is illustrated with her 

photos. 
 

Annie speaks at schools to educate young people about this threat.  She shows the kids her photos of ocean beau-

ty and of the gyre, then asks them to take a 30-day challenge to cut one plastic item—sandwich bags, water bot-

tles, drinking straws—from their daily lives and/or commit to reuse.   
 

Will you also join in taking her challenge?   Let us all act to prevent the dire 2050 prediction from coming true!  

Photo by Annie Crawley 

http://komonews.com/news/local/more-plastic-than-fish-in-our-oceans

